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At the present time, if there is one industry that offers plethora of job and growth opportunities, it is
advertisement and entertainment industry. Advertisement and entertainment covers all aspects of
media such as paper advertising, online advertising, media advertising and all forms of
entertainment. With millions of businesses using various mediums of media to promote their
business, demand for multimedia professionals such as web designers, graphic designers,
animators, video editors etc. is witnessing a sharp increase. In the present article, we will discuss
scope and career opportunities with web designing courses and video editing courses.

Web designing courses

As the world is becoming internet savvy, businesses do not want to let any stone unturned in using
internet for promotion of their brands. A well designed website is a first step in successful online
promotion of any business. It portrays business identity to the world at large. Moreover, it creates a
connection between the business and clients and encourages clients to buy products and services
of the business. Web designing courses enable you to create dynamic and functional websites with
use of programming languages such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP, Flash action Script and
designing software such as Photoshop, Illustrator etc. In small organizations, web designers are
usually expected to look after complete process of website design and development. However, in
large organizations, they may have to work only on certain pages of a website.

Scope of web designing courses

Nowadays, every big and large website company hires web designers and developers to promote
and sell their products and services. If you have sound knowledge of computer programming and
flair for creating a dynamic website, you can take up web designing courses for a rewarding career.
These courses cover both front end and back end development of website. After completion of web
design course, student has to work on his portfolio project. The instructor helps students in
designing their portfolio that display their skills as a designer to the potential employers.

Video editing courses

Video editing is a process of using computer technology for editing video footage, special effects
and audio recordings to get a film in a desired shape from beginning to climax. A video editor
basically edits soundtracks, video and film for the motion picture and broadcast visual media
industries. There are basically two types of video editing viz. linear editing and non linear or digital
video editing.

Scope of video editing courses

Video editing courses offer enormous job and growth opportunities in media and entertainment
industry. With video and movie clips becoming popular means of branding and advertisement on
internet, web industry is also offering lucrative opportunities to upcoming video editors. There is a
good scope for video editors in television companies, post-production studios and corporate
employers. news or entertainment channels, production houses, web designing companies, music
companies, film production companies and advertising agencies.

Thus, both web designing and video editing courses offer great growth opportunities in
advertisement and entertainment industry.
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